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Chapter 991: More than Believing in Her? 

Seeing Hexi nodding, the doctors on the wall looked at each other, each showing a shocked expression. 

It is not impossible to self create a pill formula, but at Miluo Continent, no one can do that again for 

hundreds of years. The boy in front is so young, how did he do it? 

Lu Zhixi frowned and couldn’t help taking a step forward and said, “Mr. Xi, creating a pill formula is not a 

trifle. If you are not careful, you will let your patient suffer severe damage after taking the pill. Are you 

sure that you researched this pill formula yourself?” 

As she said, she softly persuaded, “Young city lord, Zhixi didn’t want to slander Mr. Xi, but the self-made 

pill formula really has a huge unknown danger. After taking it, it is likely to worsen your illness even 

more. Please think twice.” 

When Zhuge Xiaotian heard this, his hand that had almost reached his mouth stopped, and he looked at 

Hexi. 

Hexi smiled coldly. She stood up slowly with her hands behind her back and said, “You can decide for 

yourself whether to take the cloud marrow pill. I still have to say that. I’m confident to cure you, but I 

will never force you.” 

Zhuge Xiaotian’s body was slightly startled, and then his hesitant gaze suddenly became firm. He nodded 

slightly to Lu Zhixi, “Thank you Fairy Zhixi for your concern, but I want to trust Miracle Healer Xi.” 

With that said, he didn’t hesitate anymore and swallowed the 3 medicinal pills into his abdomen at 

once. 

Lu Zhixi froze in place, barely keeping calm on her face, but the anger in his heart could not be 

suppressed like boiling water. 

What does Zhuge Xiaotian mean? 

He believes in Miracle Healer Xi? So, he believes in Xi Yue more than me? 

He is just an ignorant kid who doesn’t even reach Meridians Stage. He has no inheritance; no 

background. How… how did he bloom such a dazzling light? Even my own existence is overshadowed by 

him. 

After Zhuge Xiaotian swallowed the medicinal pills, he was still a little nervous and sat in place with 

anxiety. 

Suddenly, his face changed, and a look of pain appeared on his face. 

Zhuge Feng had been paying attention to his son’s situation. At this time, seeing his face in pain, he 

couldn’t help but anxiously said, “Xiaotian, Xiaotian! What’s wrong with you? Is the disease relapsed 

again? Mr. Xi, what is going on? “ 

Seeing Zhuge Xiaotian’s face getting paler and paler, and even his lips showed a green-purple color, 

Zhuge Feng’s tone also became panicky and doubt. 



Other doctors even shook their heads and said, “See, he is just a young boy. How can he self-create pill 

formula? It will definitely cause trouble if he eats the pills like this!” 

Ren Xueling smiled even more gloatingly, “Who told you not to listen to my senior sister’s advice just 

now, now you are taking your own consequences!” 

Lu Zhixi’s eyes flashed slightly, but she looked concerned on her face. She stepped forward and said, 

“City Lord Zhuge, it is better to let me diagnose and treat the young city lord. If there is any problem 

with the medicinal pills, maybe it is still not too late! “ 

Zhuge Feng was taken aback for a moment, then he looked back and forth at Xi Yue and Lu Zhixi, and he 

almost agreed to it. 

Suddenly, he saw that his son, who was still in pain, looked calm all of sudden. He got up, sat down 

cross-legged and started to channel his spiritual power. 

Chapter 992: Is He Advancing?! 

Hexi’s eyes flickered slightly, and her fingers moved lightly, and the purple vines that had covered Zhuge 

Xiaotian from the sky returned to Hexi’s body in an instant. 

In the next instant, the warm but dazzling sunlight shined on Zhuge Xiaotian’s face. 

“Ahh-!” Zhuge Feng exclaimed in shock, “Mr. Xi, why are you removing the shade? What if Xiaotian’s 

disease relapses…” 

Hexi’s voice calmly and firmly interrupted him, “City Lord Zhuge, don’t you understand? Because of the 

cloud marrow pill, the current sunshine is not only a harm to the young city lord, but it is the best 

medicine for him to heal.” 

“What?!” 

Zhuge Feng was taken aback for a moment, then he looked at Zhuge Xiaotian with his eyes widened. 

Zhuge Xiaotian not only didn’t feel painful being shined by the sun, but a faint light radiated from him 

immediately. 

That was the light was due to the overflow of spiritual power. That was a miraculous scene when one’s 

dantian and meridians expanded. 

Dr. Chen, with the highest level of medical skills, watched for a while, and he suddenly exclaimed in 

disbelief, “He… is he advancing?!” 

Not only did the old disease not recur due to sunlight, but the wounds and scars on the face healed at a 

speed visible to the naked eye. 

More surprisingly, the more the sun, the faster his spiritual power was channeling and the more mellow 

his spiritual power was. Black spots even secreted on his skin. 

This was not only curing and advancing, but also a process of cleaning impurities in the meridians and 

eliminating all toxins in the martial artist. 



Cloud marrow pill! Cloud marrow pill! Is it really just a cure for the vampire disease? 

Is it really just a pill formula created by a 17 years old boy? 

When the eyes of these doctors once again fell on the dozens of medicinal pills remaining in the pill 

cauldron, there was already a fanatical light in their eyes. 

It can help martial artists to advance and remove impurities and toxins in the meridians. Although it still 

can’t cleanse the muscles and replace the marrow, such a medicinal pill is already rare in the world! 

If I can get one, wouldn’t I be able to advance my cultivation and medical skills?! 

The doctors on the city wall were shocked and enthusiastic, and the people under the city wall were so 

shocked by the continuous scene that they couldn’t breathe. 

Many martial artists who were stuck in the bottleneck period almost lost their minds and flew up the 

city wall to get the medicinal pills. 

Some people in Yongan City finally remembered the name of this young miracle healer - Xi Yue. 

“Xi Yue, could it be… Is he the miracle healer rumored in Yanjing City, Xi Yue, the owner of Shengde 

Hall?” 

“Oh my God! If it were him, it would be no surprise that such superb medicinal pills can be made!” 

“The young city lord is so severe, but he can even advance after taking cloud marrow pill. If I can also get 

a cloud marrow pill, will I be able to break through the middle stage of the Meridians Stage?” 

“Fourth grade cloud marrow pill. After today, this medicinal pill will probably be known throughout the 

entire Miluo Continent!” 

At this time, Zhuge Xiaotian finally finished meditating and slowly opened his eyes. 

“Xiaotian, how do you feel?” 

Zhuge Xiaotian also looked a little dazed. He stood up and touched the sweat bead on his face, and a 

stench came to his nose. 

Chapter 993: Full of Desire 

Zhuge Feng was overjoyed as he grabbed his son’s hand and inspected with spiritual power. 

The spiritual power in Zhuge Xiaotian’s dantian was really full; it contained more spiritual power than it 

should be. 

He had really reached the Meridians Stage perfect stage, and he would soon enter the Pseudo Core 

Stage of the Gold Core Stage. 

His son was able to enter the Gold Core Stage at the age of less than 30. Thinking of this, Zhuge Feng’s 

hand trembled. 

However, after all, he was most concerned about his son’s condition. 

“Xiaotian, is your illness really cured? Will it relapse in 2 days?” 



As he said, he looked at Hexi nervously with a face full of enthusiasm, “Mr. Xi, you… can you help 

Xiaotian diagnose again!” 

Hexi smiled slightly and took a step forward to catch Zhuge Xiaotian’s wrist pulse. 

After diagnosing for a while, she released a little blood with a knife and inspected the blood condition 

with spiritual power before nodding and saying, “City Lord Zhuge, please rest assured, the young city 

lord’s illness has been completely cured.” 

“Really… really?” Zhuge Feng’s voice was hoarse and incoherent due to excitement. “It won’t relapse? 

Can you check it again… is there anything we need to pay attention to… Does he need to expose to the 

sun less in the future?” 

“Father, don’t ask anymore!” Zhuge Xiaotian stretched out his hand and interrupted Zhuge Feng. 

Afterward, he stretched out his hand to touch the sunlight and slowly said, “Father, I know my body 

better than anyone else. I’m sure I have healed. Moreover, the sunlight not only does not make me 

scared and uncomfortable, on the contrary, it is giving me continuous strength. “ 

Hexi nodded and said, “In addition to eradicating the source of disease in the young city lord, the cloud 

marrow pill has another function, which is to absorb the fire energy from the sun for one’s own use. It 

can also broaden the meridians and remove the impurities in the body. It is especially effective for 

martial artists who have the spiritual root of thunder, fire and gold. Of course, this effect can only be 

maintained until the medicinal effort of the cloud marrow pill completely disappears, which is only 

about 24 hours.” 

There was another commotion after hearing Hexi’s words. Many people couldn’t help but greedily move 

closer to the open gray cauldron. 

Even the guards on the wall are no exception. They looked at the dozens of cloud marrow pills with eyes 

full of desire. 

Those were the medicinal pills that could let martial artists absorb the fire essence of the sun! Although 

the effect only lasted for 24 hours, it was already of great benefit to the martial artists. 

Not to mention, it could also broaden the meridians and remove impurities; Zhuge Xiaotian in front was 

the best proof of the effect of this kind of medicinal pill. 

How could they not covet and desire? 

Among all the people under the wall, the only ones with ugly faces were probably Lu Zhixi, Ren Xueling 

and Li Zhenyu. 

Lu Zhixi looked at the confident and ecstatic expression on Zhuge Xiaotian’s face and his normal body 

under the sun, then her entire heart sank bit by bit. 

There was never a moment when she wanted to beat a person so much, but she was powerless. She was 

even trampled into the mud by the other party, but she was unable to resist. 

But at this time, Zhuge and his son even gave her a fatal blow. 



Although everyone was coveting the cloud marrow pill, Zhuge Feng only cared about the safety of his 

son. 

The failure of Fairy Zhixi’s treatment plan just now had eliminated all the trust in his mind. He still felt 

fearful seeing the sun shined on his son. 

Chapter 994: Medical Skills Competition Result 

Who knew Zhuge Xiaotian shook his head firmly, “Father, that’s not the same. After Fairy Zhixi treated 

me, although I can get some sun, the sun does not make me feel close. Even after exposing to the sun 

for a long time, I felt irritable in my heart.” 

“However, Miracle Healer Xi’s treatment is different. After he asked me to take the cloud marrow pill, I 

only felt that sunlight was so comfortable for me. Even the desire for raw meat and blood, which was 

hidden in my body since childhood, disappeared completely. Father, I know that this time my body is 

really healed!” 

Zhuge Xiaotian’s words were sincere and exciting, but it was like slapping Lu Zhixi’s face. 

What does he mean Miracle Healer Xi’s treatment is different? What does he mean his body is really 

healed this time? 

Is Zhuge Xiaotian telling all the people in Yongan City that I, Lu Zhixi, lose to Xi Yue? 

Zhuge Feng had always known that Zhuge Xiaotian had liked raw meat more than cooked food since he 

was a child, and he occasionally liked to eat food cooked with blood from fierce beasts. Now when he 

heard this, he knew that his son was really healed this time. 

Under excitement, he couldn’t help turning around and bowing deeply toward Hexi, “Miracle Healer Xi, 

your medical skills have really reached the point of being miraculous. Our Zhuge Family is really grateful 

for your life-saving grace of my son.” 

Before Hexi had spoken yet, Bai Hu had walked over with his hands folding on his chest, “City Lord 

Zhuge, this nonsense is meaningless. If you affirm my young master’s medical skills and confirm that the 

young city lord has healed, then just declare the results of the competition between my young master 

and Fairy Zhixi!” 

Zhuge Feng was startled, and he looked at Lu Zhixi with embarrassed eyes. 

In fact, he really wanted to directly announce the result of the medical skills competition because he 

was completely convinced with Xi Yue’s medical skills. 

However, the treatment results of Lu Zhixi were only announced 3 days later. If he immediately 

announced Xi Yue’s treatment results, wouldn’t it be a disgrace to Fairy Zhixi? 

Sure enough, Ren Xueling suddenly jumped out angrily when she heard the words, “Why my senior 

sister needs to be observed for 3 days when treating a disease, but this kid doesn’t need it? Zhuge City 

Lord, are you looking down on my senior sister?” 

Bai Hu sneered, “Someone isn’t capable. Blood changing also needed to take 3 days. Don’t think that the 

other is the same as her. Hehe, let’s not take about this, just base on the results alone, didn’t Fairy Zhixi 



lose because she is inferior to my young master in terms of medical skills? How do you want to refute 

this fact?” 

Bai Hu only use 1 sentence to shut Ren Xueling’s mouth, making her face flush. 

Lu Zhixi bit her lower lip with a look of embarrassment and humiliation, but in the end, she lowered her 

eyes and silently concealed the expression in her eyes. 

The people of Yongan City who were onlookers were finally awake at this time. 

Aiya! The bet about the medical skills competition in the Changlefang! 

That’s a bet that almost everyone in Yongan City took part in. Many people even bet almost all their 

belongings on Fairy Zhixi. 

But the result of the current competition was that Fairy Zhixi actually lost? 

Suddenly, there was a deathly silence under the noisy city wall. 

Chapter 995: The Show Is About to Begin 

“Don’t forget about Zhixi’s identity, Xueling’s identity, and what is my identity is? Even if you are the lord 

of Yongan City, can you afford to offend all of us, the Doctors Association and Yunlan Sect? What’s 

more, you have also seen that the people of Yongan City also hope that Zhixi will win, don’t they?” 

Fine sweat exuded on Zhuge Feng’s forehead. His eyes were filled with struggle. 

Zhuge Xiaotian was just standing next to Zhuge Feng. After hearing Li Zhenyu threatening his father like 

this, he felt his anger surged up and he almost rushed out, but Zhuge Feng held him back tightly. 

Zhuge Feng used to stay in the external hall of the Doctors Association, so he knew better than anyone 

how powerful the Doctors Association was. Offending them would never end well. What’s more, Li 

Zhenyu and Yunlan Sect couldn’t be offended easily as well. 

For a while, Zhuge Feng was in a dilemma. 

Bai Hu looked at their secret interactions, and he suddenly laughed and raised the volume, “When I saw 

Elder Li, I suddenly remembered that there is something. I really want to let Lord Zhuge and all the 

people of Yongan City below take a look. It’s a very interesting video!” 

After speaking, Bai Hu suddenly took out a piece of silver talisman paper and injected spiritual power 

into it. The talisman paper burned. 

The clear image was also projected on the city wall, so that everyone could see clearly. 

Although the recording talisman was rare, everyone on Miluo Continent still knew it. 

However, the recording talisman that Bai Hu took out shocked everyone. Generally, the images 

recorded by the recording talisman were silent. However, when the recording talisman in Bai Hu’s hand 

burned, in addition to the clear image, it even played Elder Li’s voice. 

That’s right, when the recording talisman was played, it was Li Zhenyu’s voice. The video also showed 2 

people who were very familiar to Yongan City people - Li Zhenyu and Master Yuehua. 



“Master Yuehua, have you ever heard that Rumors are like a flame blown by the wind.” 

Li Zhenyu trembled abruptly when he heard this sentence of his own voice. He said in disbelief, “You… 

how do you have such a thing?” 

A leisurely smile appeared on Bai Hu’s face. He raised 1 finger to his lips and whispered, “Shh! Elder Li, 

be quiet, don’t disturb everyone in Yongan City watching this good show! After all, Elder Li, you know 

better than anyone else that the show is about to begin!” 

Li Zhenyu was stunned on the spot. Staring at the image broadcast, he only felt cold and sweaty in his 

palms. 

And as the video played, upon hearing the dialogue between Master Yuehua and Li Zhenyu, the faces of 

everyone under the city wall were filled with indignation. 

It turned out that, without them knowing, Master Yuehua was threatened and humiliated by Li Zhenyu! 

Even if this was not enough, when Master Yuehua was about to successfully refine the pills just now, it 

was also Li Zhenyu who backstabbed Master Yuehua… Yes, at this moment, everyone believed that Li 

Zhenyu must have backstabbed Master Yuehua just now! 

Chapter 996: Xi Yue Won 

Especially when he finally heard that Li Zhenyu threatened Master Yuehua with him and his son’s future 

and Master Yuehua had to compromise regretfully, he covered his face to hide his hot tears. 

As Master Yuehua’s best friend, he knew that his friend had been anxious and desperate to lose the 

ability of pill refining, but he couldn’t do anything for him. 

After Zhuge Xiaotian fell ill, it was this friend who studied ancient books for him day and night to look for 

treatment methods and identified the doctors who came to apply. 

It was this friend who was obviously upright, but he was humiliated, condemned, and even threatened 

again and again for him. 

And he… what did Zhuge Feng do for this close friend? 

When he was questioned by Yongan City’s doctors, when Li Zhenyu embarrassed him, he, the city lord of 

Yongan City, did nothing for him! 

Even facing Xi Yue, Master Yuehua’s benefactor, he himself had many doubts, and he didn’t even have 

the courage to declare his victory. 

The recording talisman had finished playing, and Zhuge Feng only felt a surge of blood in his chest. He 

took a step forward and said loudly, “I, Zhuge Feng, as the lord of Yongan City, announce that in the 

medical skill competition between Fairy Zhixi and Xi Yue, Xi Yue won! Regardless of whether Xiaotian’s 

illness will relapse in the future, I’m willing to take responsibility for the results I announce at this 

moment, and I will never renege!” 

Zhuge Xiaotian did not hesitate and took a big step forward to say with a hoarse voice, “I can also 

guarantee that Miracle Healer Xi’s treatment plan is definitely more correct than Fairy Zhixi. My body 



has been healed. If I still have any illness after that, it has absolutely nothing to do with Miracle Healer 

Xi!” 

When Zhuge Feng and his son said these words, they not only announced the victory of Xi Yue, but they 

also cut off all the shady methods of Li Zhenyu or Ren Xueling afterward. 

In other words, this medical skill competition, which was supposed to have a disparity in strength, ended 

up in a way that was completely beyond everyone’s expectations. 

A young man from the small country, Jin Ling Kingdom, Xi Yue, who had no doctor’s rank, actually 

defeated Fairy Zhixi of the sixth rank doctor. There was no chance for Fairy Zhixi to comeback at all. 

Lu Zhixi’s face turned pale. 

Listening to the doctors, who had flattered her, were now willing to surround Xi Yue and say 

congratulations to her. 

Looking at Nangong Yu’s cold starry eyes full of dotting and affection when looking at Xi Yue. 

Lu Zhixi felt pressure in her chest, making her almost want to crush her teeth. 

The person who was even more resentful than Lu Zhixi was Li Zhenyu. 

He didn’t expect that the words he threatened Master Yuehua would be recorded with a recording 

talisman. 

Even more, he did not expect that it was his own mistake that caused Zhixi to completely lose the 

medical skills competition and suffered such humiliation from Zhuge Feng and his son. 

His eyes flashed with a sinister ray and he stared at Zhuge Feng and his son like a poison-quenched ice 

blade. 

These 2 ignorant wastes dare to let Zhixi fall into such an embarrassing situation, I will never let them 

go! 

Thinking like this, Li Zhenyu pressed his hands firmly on the fence of the city wall, almost crushing the 

fence made of green stone. 

Chapter 997: The Unusual Li Zhenyu 

Immediately afterward, even his head became chaotic as if it was shrouded in mist. He didn’t know 

where he was and what he did! 

In the depths of his heart, a violent anger surged up, burning his sanity and making him hysterical. 

Ren Xueling, who was standing next to him, thought his illness had relapse when she saw him trembling 

slightly. She supported him and asked, “Cousin, are you okay…” 

“Go lost! Don’t touch me!” Before Ren Xueling’s words were finished, Li Zhenyu suddenly let out an 

angry growl, throwing away Ren Xueling with a face of disgust. 

Ren Xueling was dumbfounded after being thrown away by Li Zhenyu. 



Li Zhenyu laughed and said, “Ren Xueling, you ugly and stupid woman are actually my cousin. I feel 

ashamed to even think of it. If you weren’t the junior of Zhixi, you think I will care for you?” 

Li Zhenyu’s voice was full of arrogance. Everyone could hear his words clearly. 

Ren Xueling only felt an impact in her head; she was stupified immediately. 

The man in front of her was obviously her who pampered and cared for her, but he had become so 

strange that she couldn’t recognize him at all. 

But Li Zhenyu seemed unaware. He still continued to say, “Xi Yue, you lowly bastard, you dare to 

provoke Zhixi! You are simply tiring of living! Do you know who Zhixi is? She is my goddess, the woman 

whom I dare not to blaspheme even in my dream! And you… you dare to embarrass her!” 

“It’s all to blame Yuehua, the old fool Yuehua! If it weren’t for him not believing in Zhixi’s medical skills 

and brought you bitch into the City Lord’s mansion, Zhixi wouldn’t have to suffer such humiliation.” 

“Hehe, so, I spread rumors in Yongan City. I not only spread news about you, but I also let people leaked 

the facts that Yuehua can’t pill refining. Hahaha… how stupid the people in Yongan City are. As soon as 

the news spread, they believed them all! They even cursed that old fool Yuehua!” 

“I know how much Yuehua cares about Yongan City. Letting him hear the people in Yongan City scold 

him is the best punishment for him. Hahaha… and I can even use Zhuge Feng to threaten him and let 

him listen to me to frame Xi Yue, this is simply 3 birds with 1 stone. As long as it succeeds, Xi Yue will be 

ruined. He will not be able to stand in the way of Zhixi.” 

“But…” Li Zhenyu was saying excitedly, but at this point, his face was distorted, “But why, the 

development of things was not as I expected! Xi Yue actually succeeded in pill refining, and Zhuge 

Xiaotian is also cured, why?! Why can someone whom Zhixi can’t cure, but Xi Yue, a nobody, can cure? 

God is unfair!” 

“And you-!!!” He looked fiercely at Zhuge Feng and Zhuge Xiaotian and his son, screaming sternly. 

“Zhuge Feng, Zhuge Xiaotian, you dare to announce that Zhixi lost to Xi Yue in public. Do you think 

Yunlan Sect and the Doctors Association will let you go?! Stop dreaming! You all shall wait. Even if Zhuge 

Xiaotian’s illness is cured, you will never end up well! Just wait for the revenge of me and Zhixi!!!” 

Chapter 998: Gone Insane 

There was an uproar in the audience. They were shock and anger one after another. 

If Li Zhenyu’s words just now only made everyone shocked, puzzled, and questioned, then his last words 

made everyone present infuriated. 

This was no longer a question of winning or losing a bet! It was not the anger that could be quelled by 

how many crystal stones they lost or win. 

Although Zhuge Feng’s cultivation was not high, he was a very good city lord for the people of Yongan 

City. 

But now, their city lord was being threatened publicly. He was just telling the truth, but he and his 

family’s safety couldn’t be guaranteed? 



How can Li Zhenyu say that? How can he be so arrogant? Is it just because of the power of the Yunlan 

Sect and the Doctors Association? 

Lu Zhixi’s face at this time could no longer be described as ugly, but his face was extremely gloomy. 

Her voice was like an ice bead, and she said coldly, “Li Zhenyu, stop saying! Did someone do something 

to you that you don’t even have a sane mind now?” 

“How am I not having a sane mind!” Li Zhenyu suddenly took a step forward and grabbed Lu Zhixi’s hand 

with a frantic expression. “Zhixi, I told you before, I’m willing to do anything for you, even if you let me 

go murder someone, I will not hesitate. I’m willing to sweep all the obstacles before you!” 

“Shut up!” Lu Zhixi trembled with anger, and a burst of smoke burst out of his hand. 

The white smoke floated to Li Zhenyu’s cheek, and he was in a daze as if he was about to fall. However, 

a powerful burning force surged up in his chest, making him awake again. 

This time, his gaze was even more scorching, and his expression even more mad. He stretched out his 

hand to hug Lu Zhixi and said hoarsely, “Zhixi, I really like you so much. You have always been the 

goddess in my heart. I want to hug you like this even in my dream and kiss you…” 

With that, he was about to kiss Lu Zhixi’s fragrant lips. 

Lu Zhixi only felt a burst of nausea rushing to her heart. She couldn’t bear it anymore. A surging spiritual 

power was released as she pushed. 

Li Zhenyu seemed to have completely lost the power of resistance. He staggered a few steps being 

pushed by Lu Zhixi, then he fell from the city wall. 

“Bang—” With a loud noise, Li Zhenyu fell under the wall with an unsightly pose, let out a moan and 

fainted. 

Although the city walls of the Yongan City’s city lord’s mansion were not too high, the martial artists fell 

down without channeling spiritual power would break a few bones. 

The citizens below were all taken aback by the incident. When they saw Li Zhenyu’s embarrassed and 

unsightly posture, they all burst into laughter. 

On the city wall, Lu Zhixi and Ren Xueling finally couldn’t stay any longer. They turned around and left 

with cold faces. 

No one ever looked at Li Zhenyu, who had passed out in pain. Instead, the people of Yongan City 

underneath pointed at him and laughed at his vicious actions and his miserable end. 

Little Egg, Little Golden Dragon, and Mo Xiaotu, who stood not far behind Hexi, turned their admiring 

eyes to Xiao Li. 

Little Egg held up his small paw and exclaimed, “Sister Xiao Li, you are so amazing! You’re even better 

than mom. You can make the villain surnamed Li speak the truth without using medicine!” 

Chapter 999: You’re Getting Stronger 



Xiao Li’s snowy smiley face was slightly red, and her face was full of shy smiles, “Because my talent skills 

are relatively special, so after cultivation to the 3rd… 3rd level, I can release a unique smell that can 

confuse people’s minds and enlarge the emotions in people’s hearts 10 times or even 100 times.” 

Xiao Li was a nine-tailed silver fox, all the spiritual pets around Hexi know about it, but Mo Xiaotu didn’t. 

Coupled with the special and rare nature of the nine-tailed silver fox, she naturally wouldn’t reveal her 

identity. 

“But… but, it’s not all my credit!” Xiao Li took a peek at Nangong Yu who was standing next to Hexi 

before whispering, “Because the beautiful brother… ah, no! It’s master, master hurt first him first so that 

my charm can work. Otherwise, with his cultivation, it isn’t… isn’t easy to confuse his mind.” 

“That’s already great!” Little Golden Dragon admired, then he revealed a sinister yin smile, “Hehe, they 

really wanted to retaliate against Zhuge Feng and Zhuge Xiaotian afterward. Although I’m not interested 

in Zhuge Feng’s life or death, it’s not so good if it involves Master Yuehua.” 

“Now Li Zhenyu spoke out their secret conspiracy in front of everyone in Yongan City. With the virtue of 

fishing for fame of Fairy Zhixi, she will not hesitate to save the lives of Zhuge’s father and son! Now Li 

Zhenyu was ashamed publicly, and he even disgusted Fairy Zhixi, and there is no sequelae. Hahaha… 

Xiao Li, you are really amazing.” 

Xiao Li was delighted. She glanced at Hexi with joy eyebrows, then she quietly ran to Hexi’s side and 

grabbed her clothes. Her eyes were full of happiness. 

It’s great that I can also contribute to Miss! 

Hexi felt the little girl approaching, and she lowered her head and stroked her hair softly. She said softly, 

“Xiao Li, you did a good job just now. You’re getting stronger!” 

Xiao Li’s eyes lit up, and the already bright and beautiful face seemed to be radiant because of Hexi’s 

praise. 

She was obviously just at a young age, but her eyes already had a fascinating charm; that was the charm 

that only the nine-tailed silver fox could have. 

Hexi moved slightly in his heart, and put the little girl in his arms, and said in his heart that she must 

protect Xiao Li and never let her suffer any more harm. 

Xiao Li was hugged into Hexi’s warm embrace. Her body stiffened slightly, but she relaxed immediately, 

fully enjoying the moment of happiness. 

It’s really great to be Miss’ side all the time! 

The only depressed person was Nangong Yu. Why do these little things like to stick around Xi’er so 

much, occupying her attention. Really annoying! 

At this time, the medical skills competition between Lu Zhixi and Xi Yue was finally over. 

The people of Yongan City below were also preparing to leave. 



Suddenly, a doctor on the wall couldn’t help but speak, “Mr. Xi, are you selling this cloud marrow pill? 

What is the price?” 

Just this sentence stopped the martial artists of Yongan City who had planned to leave. 

Chapter 1000: Not Comparable To Him 

There are a total of 77 cloud marrow pills! 

Hexi smiled slightly and said without hesitation, “The person who really refines these cloud marrow pills 

is Master Yuehua, so this furnace of pills belongs to him. If you want to buy it, just ask him.” 

Master Yuehua’s eyes widened suddenly, “What? They belong to me? This… how can this be? Absolutely 

no! Absolutely no way!” 

Hexi simply ignored Master Yuehua’s panic, and she said lightly, “Oh, right, remember to pay for the raw 

materials. With the 10 best quality flame spirit pills from last time, a total of 3 million crystals. 

Remember to pay it back early. Otherwise, I will count interest.” 

3 million crystals; it is only 3 million crystals. It is not even the value of a cloud marrow pill. 

Xi Yue’s words seemed indifferent and ruthless, but in fact, she gave him all the cloud marrow pills. 

Master Yuehua only felt hot and humid in his eyes. His lips opened and closed countless times, trying to 

speak, but he couldn’t say a word. 

The onlookers widened their eyes when hearing Hexi’s words. Then, everyone looked at Master Yuehua 

with gazes full of envy, jealousy and hatred. 

Just because Master Yuehua helped Xi Yue a few times, he actually… he actually gave Master Yuehua a 

total of 77 cloud marrow pills! 

If I knew early, I would also speak up for Xi Yue, and maybe I could still get a few pills. 

There were a few doctors, who were really unwilling, even couldn’t help protesting to Hexi, “Mr. Xi, 

evem if Master Yuehua recovers the ability to refine pill, he is only a fourth-rank doctor. We are sixth 

rank doctors. Even our cultivation is higher than him, you… instead of giving the cloud marrow pills to 

Master Yuehua, you might as well give us a few so that these cloud marrow pills won’t be waste!” 

Hexi smiled slightly and looked at him with a cold gaze, “Do you really think you are qualified to 

compare with Master Yuehua?” 

“You… what do you mean by this? I’m a sixth rank doctor! Yuehua is just…” 

“In my eyes, doctor rank is nothing!” Hexi interrupted him coldly, “And Master Yuehua has something 

you all don’t have; it’s something you can never compare to him.” 

After speaking, she didn’t stay any longer. She took Nangong Yu’s hand and quickly walked down the city 

wall. 

Before leaving, she only left a sentence to Zhuge Feng, “City Lord Zhuge, don’t forget to give me the 

agreed reward.” 



We came for the Divine Soul Jade! I can don’t take anything else, but I must get the Divine Soul Jade! 

Hmm… Of course, the bets in Changle Gambling House must not be forgotten. 

As soon as Hexi left, the people around her naturally followed her and left quickly. 

For a while, Zhuge Feng and his son and the group of doctors who looked at each other with ugly faces 

were left on the wall. 

The sixth rank doctors who had just been reprimanded by Hexi couldn’t help saying ruthlessly, “That 

damn kid, how can he say that to me? How can he say that I will never be better than Yuehua…” 

“Dr. Hu, do you know why Yuehua’s spiritual power collapsed and lost the ability to refine pill?” Zhuge 

Feng suddenly took a step forward and coldly interrupted him. 

However, without waiting for Dr. Hu’s answer, Zhuge Feng looked at the densely packed citizen under 

the city wall with sharp and deep gazes, “Do you know? Why Master Yuehua would lose all future and 

hope at his glorious period of his lifetime?” 

 


